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Date: ............../........./20                   Unit 7      Lessons 1 + 2        SB: 56 - 57 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list:  

        (refining - fractional distillation - finite - entirely - fossil fuel) 
1- Zambia is among the top five nations in terms of reserves, oil …………..…., and 
production of copper. 
2- The huge economic growth of the past 150 years has been built on ………….namely, 
oil and coal. 
3- I admit it was ............................... my fault. You can’t blame anyone else. 
4- ……………………….. is the separation of a liquid into its component parts, or 
fractions 

Set book 
 

1. The use of oil and other fossil fuels is contributing to environmental damage 
and global warming. Explain.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

2. Why is it necessary to develop new ways to provide energy? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
 

# Word Meaning Definition 
1 crude oil ( n )  Oil in its natural condition, before it is 

separated in to different products 
2 entirely (adv)  Completely 

3 finite ( adj )  having limits or bounds 

4 fossil fuel (n)  A natural fuel such as coal or gas, 
formed from the remains of living 
organisms 

5 fractional 
distillation (n) 

 Separation of a liquid mixture into 
fractions by boiling at different 
temperatures 

6 polymer ( n)  A substance that has a molecular 
structure consisting chiefly or entirely 
of a large number of similar units 
bonded together, e.g. many synthetic 
organic materials used as plastics and 
resins 

7 refining ( n)  The removal of impurities or unwanted 
elements from a substance, typically 
as part of an industrial process 

Power – The 
alternatives 
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Date: ............../........./20               Lesson: 3                               SB: 48 - 49 

- Fill in the spaces with the right word from the list: 

 ( spoil      –  invisible     –    megawatts      –      resolved)        
1. Bacteria are …………….so you must use a microscope to be able to see them.  
2. I'm sure these problems can be easily …………. if we discussed them calmly.  
3. The oil spill ………………… five miles of coastline  
4. Wave farms can produce huge amounts of ….………….of power. 

 
Set Book 

   1.  What are the main sources of alternative energy? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………  
2. What are the advantages of wave farms?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………  
 

3.  What are the disadvantages of wave farms energy? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………  

Translate the following into good English: 

  

   

# Word Meaning Definition 
1.  invisible (adj)  Cannot be seen 

2.  megawatt (n)  A unit of power equal to one 
million watts 

3.  resolve (v)  To settle or find a solution 
4.  spoil (v)  To damage or destroy the value 

of something 
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  Date: ............../........./20        Lessons: 4+5                           SB: 58 - 59 

Vocabulary 

- Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d:  
1.  I didn’t ………...............…see Adel but I've just heard his voice.   
    a. actually          b. irreversible   c. enjoyable  d. quickly 
2. Don’t plug in an electrical ……….....……… with wet hands.  
    a. smog                b. appliance   c. fog   d. asthma  
3. The…………… of my car made me late for the meeting yesterday. 
    a. break into       b. break in   c. breakdown  d. break out  
4. To …...……enough power for homes, we should have a lot of wind farms 
built.  
    a. consult           b. diminish              c. procure   d. generate  
5. He wanted to know how long the drought ……….....…  
    a. lasted               b. spoiled            c. resolved           d. broke 

      Grammar 
   孅孀IF るΒヅゲゼャや  ふヲャ つ  やクまぶ  りギハゅホ  孅孀 

聞0-  IF     ネケゅツョ テΒジよ  present simple, ڸ   present simple ネケゅツョ  テΒジよ  

-ヴヨジゎヱ  るΑゲヘダャや メギゎヱ ヴヤハ  ペもゅボエャや  ¬やヲシ ろルゅミ るΒヨヤハ ヱぺ  るΒダガセ   

       畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 If we heat water, it boils. ヶヤピΑ ヮルみプ ¬ゅヨャや リガシ やクま 
 聞1- IF ネケゅツョ テΒジよ  present simple, ڸ will + base form ケギダヨャや 

-ヴヨジゎヱ ヴャヱΕや メギゎヱ  ヴヤハ ヅゲセ  リムヨΑ ヮをヱギェ  ヮルΕ ヶプ ゲッゅエャや  

        畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 If you get up early, you will be at school on time.  

やクま   ろヌボΒわシや や ⇔ゲムらョ  ラヲムわシ ヶプ るシケギヨャや ヶプ  ろホヲャや  キギエヨャや  く 

聞2- IF  ヶッゅョ テΒジよ  past simple, ڸ would + base form ケギダヨャや  
-ヴヨジゎヱ  るΒルゅんャや メギゎヱ ヴヤハ  ヅゲセ Ι モヨわエΑ ヮをヱギェ ヶプ ゲッゅエャや マャクヱ リョ ゆゅよ モΒガわャや   ヱぺ チやゲわプΙや テボプ  ヱぺ るエΒダレヤャ  く 

         畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 If I were you, I would study abroad. ァケゅガャゅよ ろシケギャ マルゅムョ ろレミ  ヲャ 
         畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 If they sold their house, they would be rich.  

# Definition Meaning Word 
1.  actually (adv)  Really 

2.  appliance (n)  a device or piece of equipment 
designed to perform a specific task, 
typically at home. 

3.  Breakdown (n)  a mechanical failure 

4.  generate (v)  to make electricity 

5.  last (v)  to continue for a specified period of 
time 

6.  Motoring (n)  the activity of driving a car 

7.  Strong (adj.)  great or powerful 
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聞3- IF ヶッゅョ ュゅゎ  had + p.p. (V3), ڸ would have + p.p.(V3) 

 -ヴヨジゎヱ るんャゅんャや メギゎヱ  ヴヤハ ヅゲセ モΒエわジョ ヮをヱギェ  ヮルΕ ヶプ  ヶッゅヨャや ヴヰわルやヱ リャヱ ゲΒピわΑ くマャクヱ リョ ゆゅよ ゲΒらバわャや リハ ュギレャや   ヱぺ モΒガわャや  
ヶプ ヶッゅヨャや   ヱぺ ヶレヨわャや  く 

          畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 If the player had played well, he would have won the game.  

ヲャ ょバャ  ャやょハΚ  モムゼよ ギΒィ ラゅムャ コゅプ りやケゅらヨャゅよ  く 

 丙併UﾐﾉWゲゲ ふЭ ｷa ぐぐﾐﾗデぶ 橈瑣旙榴楮 帙橇槝渣 舍
脛莢榴棔巍 敍憇恤 攵楮 槧竏棔檳 欷棔つ巍慷巉 椚悸楮 椚悸廚檳 楝棔 巍慷巉   

  畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 If you doﾐげデ leave now, I will call the police. (Use: Unless) 

  畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 Unless you leave now, I will call the police.  

 

1- If Ali ゅnot eatょ so much food at the party┸ he wouldn╆t have become so ill┻                   
         (Correct the verb)  

a-  doesn╆t eat  
b-  didn╆t eat  
c-  hadn╆t eaten  
 

2- If I were a scientist, I (discover) cures for a lot of diseases. (Correct)  

a-  discovered  
b-  could discover  
c-  could have discovered  

3- If Tom has time, he .................................. ( Complete)  
a- will go out with his friends.  
b- would go out with his friends. 

c- would have gone out with his friends.  
 

4- Adel didn't call the mechanic, so he didn't have his car repaired.                                

(Begin with: If )  
a- If Adel didn't call the mechanic, he didn't have his car repaired. 

b- If Adel had called the mechanic, he would have had his car repaired.  

       c- If Adel calls the mechanic, he will have his car repaired. 

5- She didn╆t do the work as she didn╆t have enough time. (Use: If)  
a- If she had had enough time, she would have done the work. 

b- If she had had enough time┸ she wouldn╆t have done the work┻ 
c- If she hadn╆t had enough time, she would have done the work. 

6- If Ahmed hadn╆t arrived on time┸ his bike would have been stolen.  

                                                                                                        (BW: Unless)  
a-  Unless Ahmed had arrived on time, his bike would have been stolen.  
b-  Unless Ahmed arrived on time, his bike wouldn╆t have been stolen┻  
c-  Unless Ahmed arrived on time, his bike would haven╆t been stolen┻  

 

7- You get fat when you eat too much.    (Use: If )  
    a- If you ate too much, you would get fat. 

b- If you eat too much, you get fat. 

c- If you had eaten too much, you would have got fat. 
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- Choose the most suitable answer from a, b, c and d: 
1- If he succeeded, he ................. the university. 
   a- could have joined      b- would join             c- will join                d- can join 
2-You would meet them if you ..................... earlier. 
    a- come                         b- comes        c- came          d- coming 
3- If I were a bird,............................. to other countries. 
    a- would have flown     b- will fly                    c-would fly               d- can fly  
4- His teeth will become bad if he ............................ too much sweets. 
    a- had eaten                   b- eating                     c- eats            d-ate 
5- The neighbours ....................................... .if the dog keeps barking all night. 
    a- could complain         b- will complain         c- would complain     d- complain 

 

Translate the following into good English: 

 

Language Functions 
 -What would you say in the following situations? 

1- Your brother wants to improve his English-speaking skills. 
......................................................................................................................................  

2- Your friend says that we are luckier than our parents. 
......................................................................................................................................  

3- Your sister says that modern technology has spoiled our social life. 
......................................................................................................................................  

4- Your friend doesn't know what to do with her old cell phone. 
......................................................................................................................................  

5- It's believed that distance learning has become a necessity. 
......................................................................................................................................  
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Date: ............../........./20            Lessons: 7+8                     SB: 60 - 61 

- Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d:  
 1- The .................... should invest more in modern technology to provide energy. 
       a. government  b. motorist   c. asthma   d. congestion 
 2- Studies have linked lung disease, particularly ....................., with air pollution. 
       a. government  b. motorist   c. smog   d. asthma 
 3- Yesterday, a ............. was stopped by the police for exceeding the speed limit. 
       a. government  b. motorist   c. asthma   d. smog 
 4- You'd better .................. a financial adviser before you start a new company. 

   a. squander              b. procure   c. consult   d. diminish 
 
 

Setbook 
1. How can energy be saved at home? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
2. How can you save energy used in cars? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………  

# Word Meaning Definition 
1. asthma (n)  a medical condition that causes 

difficulties in breathing 
2. congestion (n)  the state of being congested – 

full of traffic 
3. consult (v)  To ask for information or advice 

4. diminish (v)  To get smaller 

5. end up with  
(ph.v) 

 to be in a situation that you did 
not intend or want to be in  

6. government(n)  The governing body of a nation, 
region or community 

7. hazardous (adj)  Risky, dangerous 

8. irreversible 
(adj) 

 Not able to be undone or 
changed 

9. motorist (n)  The driver of a car 

10. procure (v)  To obtain something 

11. recently (adv)  A short time ago 

12. self-employed   Working for oneself rather than 
for a company 

13. smog (n)  Fog that is filled with pollution 

14. Squander (v)  To waste or lose something 
foolishly 

15. waste (n)  The careless, extravagant or 
purposeless use of something 
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WRITING   
Persuasive writing 

A persuasive essay is used to convince a reader about a particular idea or focus, 
usually one that you believe in. Your persuasive essay could be based on anything about 
which you have an opinion or that you can make a clear argument about. 
Some persuasive topics for practice:  
1- Students should have less homework. 
2- Country life is better than city lif e. 
3- The rich should provide food for the poor. 
4- Children should be required to read more. 
5- All students should be given the opportunity to study abroad. 
6- Cell phones should never be used while driving. 
7- All schools should implement bullying awareness programs. 
8-The school year should be shorter. 
9-Kids under 15 shouldn't have Facebook pages. 
10-Parents should talk to kids about drugs at a young age. 

Useful Words and Phrases: 
Phrases to Illustrate a Point or Introduce an Example: 
For instance, for example, specifically, in particular, namely, such as, like, thus,  
as an example, in the instance of, in other words, to illustrate 

Phrases to Make Suggestions:  
To this end, keeping this in mind, for this purpose, therefore 

Phrases to Make Transition Between Information: 
Also, furthermore, additionally, besides that, equally as important, similarly, likewise, 
as a result, otherwise, however, firstly, secondly, finally 

Phrases to Contrast Points: 
On the other hand, nevertheless, despite, in spite of, yet, conversely, instead, by the 
same token 

Phrases for Conclusions and Summarizing: 
With this in mind, as a result of, because of this, for this reason, so, due to, since, 
finally, in short, in conclusion 

• I’m sure that you can see that . . . 
• What needs to be done is …/what we need to do is. . . 
• I ask you to think about . . . 
• I am writing in order to . . . 
• Nevertheless, . . . 
• On the other hand, . . . 
• It has come to my attention that . . . 
• If you move forward with . . . 
• Obviously. . . 
• Surely . . . 
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Writing 

     Scientists are looking for alternative sources of energy. Plan and write an 
essay of 4 paragraphs (12 sentences – 140 words) persuading people around 
you to use alternative sources of energy and to save energy used everywhere.  

 
 Outline  

 
Introduction: 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Body: 

Paragraph 1 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Paragraph2 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Conclusion:  

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………… 
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The Topic  

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….…………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………….……………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………..…………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………… 
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READING COMPREHENSION   

Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions that follow: 
       The idea of asking my son Tony, who is nine, to give up computers and electronic 

games for a week was a tall order. Will he agree to come off the computer while I have 

trouble getting him to leave it for few minutes? His first response when I broached the 

subject was predictable enough. 'Why?' he said. I explained that the experiment was 

meant to discover what he would do with his time instead. After a big argument, he 

unwillingly accepted the idea. 

I hated to confess Tony was spending up to six hours a day glued to the screen. 

Every day, he loves to spend his time hopping between his handheld DS games console, 

the computer and children's TV. Sure enough, a tough negotiation followed my proposal 

that he finds something else to do with his time. He pleaded to be allowed children's TV. 

I accepted, but for no more than 45 minutes each day.  

My husband and I were both delighted at such a rapid change to his routine, but Tony 

was still anxious that friends might not want to come over if they could not play 

computer games. Yet, he needn't have troubled. At the bus stop he was invited to a 

friend's for tea. When we mentioned our no-computer rule, the mother agreed and so the 

boys played hide and seek. They surprisingly started being motivated enough to touch 

some of the dusty magazines which were thrown in the attic. 

We were struck by how relaxed and good-tempered Tony seemed. Freed from 

computer games, he was more co-operative. Without his MP3, he was much chattier. 

Although Tony was eager to get back to his computer, he readily agreed to some new 

limits. There will be a ban on Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays after school, and only 

three hours allowed each day at weekends. In my experience, children prefer firm rules.   

From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer: (8 x 10 = 80)  

1- What does the text mainly deal with?  

a- How a family has felt about their son’s misbehavior  
b- How a family has managed to change their son’s study habits  
c- How a family has convinced their son to be a computer wizard  
d-  How a family has helped their son overcome his computer games’ addiction 
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2- Which best defines the word “broached” as used in paragraph 1?  

a- avoided a subject that caused anger  
b- mentioned a subject that caused argument  
c- dealt with a subject that caused satisfaction  
d- started a subject that caused misunderstanding 

 
  3- What does the underlined pronoun “they” in paragraph 3 refer to?  

a- friends  
b- Computer games  
c- I and my husband  
d- Tony and his mother   

 
4- What can be understood from paragraph 4?  

a- Tony is irresponsibly back to computers  
b-  Tony is using his computer wisely  
c- Tony has become a computer enemy  
d- Tony is no longer fond of computers 

 
5- According to paragraph 3, how was the attitude of the writer and her husband?  

a- They didn’t care about their son’s habits  
b- They were happy about their son’s new lifestyle  
c- They were still anxious about their son’s situation  
d- They were indifferent about their son’s relation with his friends 

 
6- How did Tony become after quitting his MP3?  

a- He liked to talk a lot in a friendly way  
b- He decided to quit his computer for ever  
c- He became more helpful and cooperative 
d- He became more aggressive and unfriendly 

7- Which of the following statements is TRUE?  
a- Tom lost his friends as a result of his parents’ experiment  
b- Tom’s mother was flexible while carrying out her the experiment  
c- In spite of his addiction, Tom was interested in reading magazines  
d- The purpose of the mother’s experiment was to invest time effectively 
 

8- What is the writer’s purpose in writing this passage?  
a- Parents should control their children’s leisure time  
b- Parents should encourage their children to be self-reliant  
c- Tony accepted his parents’ experience without discussion  
d- Parents should boost their children’s motivation for MP3s 
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Summary-making 

      Nowadays, most big companies have specialists on human resources that search for 
profiles in these kinds of sites to recruit new workers. If you are looking for a job you 
can create a profile and you might be recruited by a company. Another fact about these 
sites is that they are the perfect spot to meet new people online. With the help of 
advanced search tools you can find users who have the same interests you do, and that 
can be the starting point of a great friendship. Moreover, people who feel shy to talk to 
others can easily overcome their shyness by using social networking platforms and 
establishing new contacts. Later, their face-to-face interaction with others will become 
easier because they have already talked and interacted online. As for businessmen, these 
sites offer the chance to promote their businesses by creating specific profiles that all the 
users can visit and deal with. Thus, it is clear that these sites bear a lot of benefits for all 
the Web users.  

    In a paragraph of FOUR sentences ONLY, summarise and paraphrase 
the passage above in answer to the following question:  

What benefits can people get from social networks? 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

 

 

 

 

\ 
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Energy 

        Energy is very important in our life. All modern aspects of life need 
energy to run. We use electrical energy in our homes for cooking, heating and 
TV.   
        There are different sources of energy, finite sources such as; oil, gas and 
coal and renewable sources like solar, wind and waves power. There are many 
disadvantages of finite sources of energy. For example, they cause pollution, 
cost too much money and they will run out one day. 
       On the other hand, renewable sources of energy have many advantages. 
They are infinite, clean and cheap power. We can save energy in many ways. 
For example, we should not let all the lights or the A/C on if we don’t need 
them. Furthermore, using buses instead of cars can save a lot of energy. 
 
       In short, we should work hard to find alternative ways of using natural 
energy. If we want to keep having when we save energy, we save life for all of 
us. 
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Date: ............../........./20                   Unit 8       Lessons 1 & 2       SB: 62 & 63 

- From a, b ,c and d choose the right answer :  
1-Ahmed bought his wife a …………………….. necklace. It’s very shiny. 
     a- shock             b-gold-coated           c-windscreen          d– nanoshell 
2-The surgeon planted a ……………….in the patient’s body to cure him. 
     a- satnav              b– nanoshell               c-  shock            d– spot 
3-The patient is suffering from a …………………….in the lungs. 
     a- tumour            b- reputation                c– implement      d- nanoshell 
4- They are going to……………………….the decor of their house. 
     a- trespass           b-instigate                    c-innovate               d-draw 

      Set Book 
1-What are the advantages and disadvantages of new inventions? 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
 

# Word Meaning Definition 
1. contact lens ( n )  A thin plastic lens placed directly 

on the surface of the eye to 
correct visual defects  

2. cure-all (n )  A medicine or product that can 
cure a wide variety of problems 

3. currently ( adv )  At the present time 

4. draw ( v )  To take 

5. gold-coated (adj)  Covered with gold 

6. innovate (v)  To make changes in something 
established 

7. instantly (adv)  At once, immediately 

8. latest ( adj )  The most recent 

9. micro-robot (n )  A tiny robot 

10. nanoshell ( n )  An extremely tiny case implanted 
in the body to fight disease 

11. satnav ( n )  Navigation that uses information 
from satellites  

12. shock (n )  A sudden upsetting or surprising 
event or experience 

13. sophisticated  
(adj) 

 (Of a machine, system or 
technique) developed to a high 
degree of complexity 

14. tumour ( n )  A swelling of a part of a body 

 
The power of 

technology 
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Translate the following into good English: 

    

 :キョェぺ るΑケボャや りゅΑェ ヶヤハ るルΑキョャや りゅΑェ サゅルャや メッヘΑ .  

 :キョェ キィヱΑプ .ウΑェタ やクワ .りケヱヅゎョ るΑェタ れゅョキカヱ メップや フもゅドヱ ラキョャゅよ  
Ahmed: ………………………………………………………………………………  
 
Hamad: ………………………………………………………………………………  
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Date: ............../........./20         Unit 8       Lesson 3                   WB: 54 & 55 

    
         Vocabulary 
  
 
 

- Fill in the spaces with the correct words from the list: 
( obstacle   -    outlandish   -  implement   -    bio-fuel   -   suspension 

1- Using ……………………. will help to conserve petrol and reduce pollution. 

2- He is working hard to overcome any …………………. at school. 

3- That electronic car looked ………………..….. I would love to have one. 

4-Toyota company wants to  ……………………. new technology to save energy. 

Set Book 
1-How do modern inventions make our life easier?     

…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
 

2- How are Fantasy cars becoming a reality?     

…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  

3-Bio-fuels help future cars in many ways. Give examples?   

…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

 

 

 Word Meaning Definition 
1. bio-fuel       ( n )  Fuel made from living matter 

 2. implement ( v )  To put an action or a change in to 
effect 

3. obstacle ( n )  A thing that blocks one's way 

4. outlandish (adj )  Looking or sounding strange or 
unfamiliar 

5. suspension ( n )  A part attached to the wheels of a 
vehicle to cushion it from road 
conditions (springs & shock-
absorbers) 

6.  Windscreen wiper 
(n) 

 A rubber blade used to clear rain 
from a windscreen 
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Date: ............../........./20               Unit 8 – Lesson 4+5                    SB: 64 & 65 

            Vocabulary 

 
- Fill in the spaces with the correct word from the list: 

(instigate - software - spot - reputation ) 
1. The government will ................................... new measures to solve unemployment. 
2. Sony company has a worldwide ..................................for high quality products. 
3- We don't know where to find the perfect ............................ for the next vacation. 
4- You can also download ........................ to view documents from this page. 

                                    孅孀Grammar  孅孀 

 笑粧Modal verbs  笑粧 Εやるダホゅレャや メゅバプ  
Expressing abilities, possibilities and obligations 

[can っcould っbe able to / must / should]; っCan I could / be able to 

(Check Grammar file, Unit 5, page 129)  
 

 

-  

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

For some tenses, we have to use the verb be able to + the base form: 

# Word Meaning Definition 
1. bifocal ( adj )  (of special glasses) having two different 

local lengths, one for distant vision and 
one for near vision 

2. frequent (adj )  Happening or doing something often 

3. instigate ( v )  To bring about or initiate (an action or 
event) 

4. legible ( adj )  Clear enough to read (of handwriting or 
print) 

5. obedient (adj )  Obeying commands 

6. patient (adj )  Able to wait without becoming annoyed 
or anxious 

7. reputation (n )  The beliefs or opinions that are 
generally held about someone or 
something 

8. software (n )  The programs used by a computer 

9. spot ( n )  A particular place or point 
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 檗榴楮憺嶼 攵楮 檗攘瑣揶棔巍 梳棣廚 楸憖惠弭抛瓩ンゲカぺ ゲΒらバわヤャ  槧楮 宸苣憖狆 檍懆憖暘棔巍 槧擣can/could  

Future: 

I hope I'll be able to come to your graduation. 

Present perfect: 

She hasn't been able to find a new job. 

Infinitive: 

I'd like to be able to climb mountains. 

Must 

Questions: 

           畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 Do I have to get a new passport? 

Negative forms: 

           畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You mustn't drive someone's car without asking them first. 

We use must / mustn't to refer to the present and the future: 

            畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You must pay your university fees either today or tomorrow. 

For some tenses we use the verb have to + base form. 

Past simple: 

 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I had to pay a large fine. 

Present perfect: 

 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 He has had to go to the police station.  
Use / Meaning 

1-Must / mustn't is used for obligations that the speaker feels strongly about: ュやゴャま  
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     畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I must finish this letter before I go to bed. / You must wear a seat belt at all times. 

2- We also use must / mustn't for strong advice or recommendations:   檗瑣揩欷廚つ檗牴濆暃 檗悸瑣揶槝  

   畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You must see your doctor - you look terrible! 

3- We use the negative, mustn't, to tell someone not to do something or to say that 

something is wrong.    椚擽斟 槧擣 舍莨槝¬ヶセ   膕茘帙恂  

           畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You mustn't steal. / You mustn't make a noise after midnight. 

Note: We use mustn't or can't to refer to things people are not allowed to do: 

            畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You mustn't / can't eat in the library.     帙橇棣擽旙狆 愡楙抛瞻 渫 幎巍懆欷撈悸楮 槧擣 臺范弩擽廚  

4 ど For rules or laws, we normally use have to / don't have to, but if you personally agree 

strongly with the rule or law, use must / mustn't:   帙橇擽楮 脛 臺茖暘旙弭楮 帙榴杆 巍慷巉 憖擣巍欷暘棔巍檳 脛 臺茖槝巍欷暘棣棔  

     畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You must wear a school uniform. / You mustn't make a loud noise in public places. 

    畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You have to register with the police. / You don't have to pay for water in restaurants. 

Should and Shouldn't  

 We use should and shouldn't to give advice or to talk about what we think is 

right or wrong.  

* ュギガわジゎ should  ヱ温や ゆやヲタ ヮルや ギボわバル ゅョ リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ ヱ温や るエΒダレャや リハ ゲΒらバわヤャほトカ   
( Should + infinitive ) 

 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You should go to the doctor.  
   畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You look tired. I think you should take a few days off.  
 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I shouldn't worry if I were you. You have worked really hard.  

 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I don't think you should go out so much.  
- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
1-…………………….……. you help me move this table, please? 
   a-Can                     b- Must                  c- Should                    d-Mustn’t 
2- I ………………………….………. ride a bicycle at the age of four. 
   a-can                     b- could                  c- should                     d-mustn’t 
3-They…………………………….. speak loudly in the library. 
   a-can                     b- could                  c- should                     d-mustn’t 
4-He ………………………………..…. be more polite in order to have more friends. 
   a-can                     b- could                   c- should                    d-mustn’t 

    5- I …………... both speak & write English when I was 6 years old. 
 a. should    b. can            c. could         d.must 

    6- They have been working on their project all day. They ……….  be tired. 
        a. should   b. can’t          c. couldn’t          d. must 
    7- She wishes she ……………. how to speak German.  
        a. learnt  b. learns      c.  doesn't learn      d.  hadn't learnt 
    8- I wish I …………...  them the truth last night. 
       a. won't tell       b.  told          c. didn't tell        d.  had told  
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 孅孀Wish  ヶレヨわャや  孅孀 
- わャゅェ ゅヰャリΒ : ヶレヨわャや  .ヶッゅヨャやヱ ゲッゅエャや ヶプ 

1- wish ヶッゅョ モバヘよ ゅヰバらわル ゲッゅエャや ヶプ ヶレヨわャや ギレハ 
We use wish + the past simple tense of the verb to express that we want a situation in the 

present (or future) to be different: 

  畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I wish I were in London now.       畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I wish I could go to the party 

tonight.  

 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I wish I spoke Italian. (I don't speak Italian.)  
 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I wish I had a big car. (I don't have a big car.) 

 

2- wish ュゅわャや ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ モバヘよ ゅヰバらわル ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ ヶレヨわャや ギレハ   
We use wish + the past perfect tense of the verb to express a regret, or that we want a 

situation in the past to be different: 

       畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I wish I had gone to the party yesterday.  

  畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I wish I hadn't eaten so much. (I ate a lot.) 

 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I wish they'd come on holiday with us. (They didn't come on holiday with us.) 
1- I don't have a car. (Use: wish)   

a- I wish I have a car. 

b- I wish I had a car. 

c- I wish I has a car. 
 

2- When I was at school I ate a lot of sweets, now I have bad teeth. (Use: wish)  
a-  I wish I hadn╆t eaten so many sweets when I was younger┻  
b-  I wish I had eaten so many sweets when I was younger.  
c-  I wish I have eaten so many sweets when I was younger.  
 

3- I wish I (join) .................. a swimming club when I was young. (Correct)  
a-  joining  
b-  joins  
c-  had joined  

4- I wish I (be) ............. wealthy to help all poor people in my country. (Correct)  
a-  am  
b-  will  
c-  were   
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Date: ............../........./20                 Unit 8 – Lesson 7+8                     SB: 66 & 67 

 
Vocabulary 

 
 

 
 
 

- Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words: 
       ( anniversary – recharge - remind  - transmit – torso ) 
1. These photos……..………me of my graduation party. 
2. Jamal and Hana celebrated their twentieth wedding ......................... in June. 
3. This device is made to………………wireless signal to all the computers at 
home. 
4. I think the battery is empty. You'd better ………….it. 
 

Set book  
1. " Smart Clothes" might help saving lives in the future. Discuss. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  

2- How can home appliances help us to relax at home?    
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
 
 
 

# Word Meaning Definition 
1. Anniversary(n)  The date on which an event took 

place in a previous year 
2. heart rate ( n )  The speed of your heart beat 

3. recharge ( v )  To restore electrical power in a 
device  

4. remind ( v )  To cause someone to remember 
someone or something 

5. terminal ( n )  A device at which a user enters 
data for a computer system and 
that displays the received output 

6. torso ( n )  The trunk of the human body 

7. transmit ( v )  To send an electric signal 

8. trespass ( v  )  To enter the owner's land or 
property without permission 

9. wearer ( n )  The person wearing something 
especially clothing 
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Language Functions 
 

What would you say in the following situations? 
 
1-You came late to school and your teacher is angry with you. 

…………………………………..…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-Your brother took your laptop and now you need it.   
…………………………………..…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-You cannot fix your mobile phone but your friend can.                   
…………………………………..…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

Translate the following into good English:  

:キョェぺ  ゅルミΚゎョゅよ ラヱドヱドェョ ラェルりコヰィぺ ヶヰヅャやヱ メΑシピャや メをョ ヮワケミル ヵクャや メョバャゅよ ュヱボゎ.  

やクワ :ヶヤハ ∩ウΑェタ   フミバΑ ヶゎャや ¬ゅΑセΕゅよ るルケゅボョ るΑキΑヤボゎ りコヰィΕや ロクワ ヱキよゎ フヱシ るヤΑヤホ れやヱルシ ラヱッビ ヶプ ラミャヱ
ゅΑャゅェ ゅワケΑヱヅゎ ヴヤハ ¬ゅョヤバャや.  

Ahmad: ...................................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................................  

Ali: ....................................................................................................................... 
.......................................................................................................................  
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Writing  

Write on the following topic: (Argumentative) 
                  Have you ever imagined driving an environmentally friendly car that 
runs on electricity?  

Plan & write a report of 12 sentences ( 140 words ) for your school magazine 
showing how cars that run on electricity are different from regular cars 
and why they are better for the future. 

 
 

Outline  
 

Introduction: 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Body: 

Paragraph 1 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Paragraph2 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Conclusion:  

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………… 
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The Topic  

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….…………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………….……………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………..…………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………….……………………………………………… 
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Reading Comprehension  
Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions that 
follow.  
 My favourite book has no author. It has no chapters and little text. Some would say 
this book has no plot and no characters, but I know otherwise. This book reflects the 
physical and political history of our world, covers hundreds of nations, thousands of ethnic 
groups, and billions of people.  

         This book is the 1987 Rand McNally Universal World Atlas, a tall green volume 
with a worn cover and loose binding. I loved almost all atlases, but what makes this 
particular atlas so special is the impact it had on me as a young child. I remember 
discovering it for the first time on a bookshelf in our house. When I opened it, I discovered 
maps of every region and country in the world. I was surprised. I spent hours poring over 
the pages of the atlas that first day. I wanted to know more about where I fit in the world. 

           As my interest in geography grew, I amassed a collection of atlases and other 
books related to geography. My other favourite was a world factbook that had a small 
dossier on each country. I remember discovering, much to my surprise, that various 
country borders shown in the 1998 factbook were different from the ones in my 1987 
atlas. My curiosity about these changes led me to begin reading history books, and I soon 
learned the two fields complemented each other well.  

           I began to read newspapers, I read The Washington Post, The New York Times, 
and The Economist. My interest in geography also stimulated my interest in languages. 
After discovering that so many places had Spanish as their native tongue, I decided that 
learning the language was a necessity. And when I read about the increasing economic 
and political power of China in The Economist, I realized that knowledge of Mandarin 
Chinese would be a valuable skill. 

             Ever since I was very young, I loved reading. I have read many powerful and 
influential books that have helped shaped the way I look at the world, but none had been 
more important than my first atlas. I still return to it regularly and imagine I always will.  

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. What is the best title for the passage above? 

a. Newspapers. 

b. The History of Books. 

c. My First Atlas. 

d. Learning Languages. 

 

 

 

 

2. The underlined word '' amassed'' in the 3rd paragraph means. 
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a. collected 

b. continued 

c. arranged  

d. painted 

3. The underlined word “it” in the 2nd paragraph refers to: 

a. a bookshelf 

b. this particular atlas 

c. the impact it had on me 

d. our house 

4. Why did the writer think that learning Spanish is a necessity? 

a. After discovering that so many places had Spanish as their native tongue. 

b. To be able to read the Washington Post and The New York Times. 

c. Because it’s a key to understand atlas and all the maps included in it. 

d. To know about environmental changes and their effect on countries. 

     5.  All of the following statements are True EXCEPT: 

         a.  The borders of many countries had changed over time. 

         b. The writer's curiosity about history books led him to read atlases. 

         c. The writer discovered his first atlas on a bookshelf in his house. 

         d. His second favourite atlas was a factbook with dossier on each country. 

     6. What is the purpose of the writer in writing this passage. 

         a. Persuade readers to travel abroad and learn other languages. 

         b. Compare between two main school subjects; geography and arts. 

         c. Describe his early reading experience of atlas and how it affected his life. 

         d. Show the importance of reading fiction and non-fiction stories. 

B. With reference to the passage, answer the following questions: 

    7. When did the writer realise that knowledge of Mandarin Chinese would be 
         a valuable skill. 
….................................................................................................................................... 
….................................................................................................................................... 
    8. What made atlas special than the other books the writer read? 
….................................................................................................................................... 
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Summary Making  
         The tiger is the largest of all the cats. This wild mammal is found in some 
remote forests and rainforests in East Asia. At present, the tiger is an endangered 
species in the wild. There are many things we might do to save this animal. Tigers 
would survive if we stopped cutting the rainforests where they live. Creating 
natural reserves for this rare animal is another step that can help. Also, if 
biologists took care of the existing tigers, they would protect them. And if we all 
stopped illegal tiger trading, hunters wouldn’t kill them. If we took these actions, 
the situation of this species would become better, and tigers wouldn’t be in danger 
of extinction.  
 
 In a paragraph of FOUR sentences ONLY, summarise and paraphrase the 
passage above in answer to the following question:  
 

What can we do to save tigers from extinction? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………… 
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Technology and science 
 

Technology and science are progressing rapidly nowadays. They have 
made our life easier and more comfortable today. We have all the new 
technology to communicate with anyone in the world instantly. 

We have faster means of communication such as our mobile phones 
and the internet. Someday, we may have flying cars. We will have some 
kinds of medicine that cure- all. Moreover, we will have smart clothes that 
will monitor our health and also will help also save lives. 

On the other hand, technology has made us lazy and unfit. Children are 
getting out of shape because of spending long hours playing computer games. 
In addition, their studies have been negatively affected. Moreover, people 
don’t visit each other as they used to before the invention of social media 
applications.  

Finally, we have advantages and disadvantages of the progress of 
technology. So we can say that technology is a mixed blessing. 
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Date: ............../........./20                    Unit 9 – Lessons 1 & 2                 SB: 68 & 69 

 
 

- Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words: 
 

( loan  - confidentiality -  barter - economics - insurance )    
1. Ali graduated with a degree in ……….……. from Kuwait University. 
2. It’s necessary to have car………………. in case of traffic accidents. 
3. People used to  ………... goods before the invention of money.  
4-You can always apply for a bank ..……….…at a low interest. 

Set Book 
1. What are the qualities of a good bank manager? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………  
2. Money is a means to higher values. Explain. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………  
3. How did people get what they needed before money existed? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

# Word Meaning Definition 
1. accounting ( n )  The action or process of keeping 

financial accounts 
2. barter (v)  To exchange (goods or services) 

for other goods or services without 
using money  

3. confidentiality 
(n) 

 Where someone is trusted to keep 
private information a secret 

4. economics ( n )  Relating to trade, industry and the 
management of money 

5. insurance ( n )  An arrangement with a company in 
which you pay small amounts of 
money to guarantee loss of 
property or damage 

6. invest ( v )  To buy shares, property or goods 
because you hope the value will 
increase and you can make a profit  

7. investment (n )  The sum of money invested to 
make a profit 

8. loan ( n )  A thing that is borrowed, especially 
a sum of money, that is expected to 
be paid back 

9. management(n)  The process of dealing with or 
controlling things or people 

10. transaction (n )  An instance of buying or selling 
something 

         Money 
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Date: ............../........./20             Unit 9 ‒ Lesson 3                WB: 60 & 61 
           Vocabulary 

# Word Meaning Definition 

1. billionaire ( n )  Someone who has assets 
more than a billion dollars or 
pounds 

2. charitable ( adj )  Relating to giving help to 
those in need 

3. inherit ( v )  To receive money or 
property from someone who 
has died 

4. philanthropic 
(adj ) 

 Donating money to good 
causes and promoting the 
welfare of those in need 

5. tax return ( n )  A form used to calculate the 
amount of tax owed 

 
- From a, b, c or d choose the most suitable answer: 
1. My brother and I are going to take part in a ..……………………………………….…organization. 
     a. hazardous            b. bifocal                      c. legible                   d. charitable 
 
2. They will ..…………………………………….…a lot of money after their grandfather’s death. 
     a. inherit                   b. invest                       c. transmit                 d. resolve 
 
3. He’s well known for being a/an ..………………………….…businessman who likes to help the 
poor.  
    a. sophisticated       b. philanthropic         c. invisible                 d. interpersonal 

Set Book 
    - "Money makes the world go around." Do you agree or disagree? Justify your 
answer.   
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  

Translate the following into good English: 

1-  .メヱギャや リΒよ ゆヱゲエャや ヴャま ヵキぽΑ ギホヱ ヶョやゲィΗや ポヲヤジャや ヴヤハ ノイゼΑ メゅヨャや ラぺ サゅレャや ヂバよ ギボわバΑ 
1. ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-  . テシヱΕや ベゲゼャや ヶプ ベヲジわャや ゴミやゲョ モツプぺ ゅヰΑギヤプ ∩ベヲジわヤャ ゅョゅワ ゅルゅムョ ろΑヲムャや ギバゎ 
2. ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Date: ............../........./20              Unit 9 ‒ Lessons 4 & 5       SB: 70 & 71 
            Vocabulary 

# Word Meaning Definition 

1. auction ( n )  A public sale in which goods or property 
are sold to the highest bidder 

2. complimentary (adj)  Something given for free 

3. login ( n )  A process of starting a computer system 

4. shipping (n )  The transport of goods by sea or other 
means 

5. tax (n )   a compulsory payment to the government, 
used to pay for public services 

- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
1. The cost of this product is KWD 30 including..............… 
           a. loan                   b. login                   c.shipping          d. generosity 
2. It is necessary to ........……… to most websites using your e-mail. 
           a. shipping            b. auction               c. login                    d. tax 
3. Drinks today are ……….……therefore, there’s no need to pay for them. 
           a. auction              b.  login                  c. complimentary     d. tax 

 孅孀Grammar  孅孀 
)should/shouldn’t  - must/mustn’t – have to/don’t have to ( 

+ 
( Reported Speech )  

Should and Shouldn't  

 We use should and shouldn't to give advice or to talk about what we think is 

right or wrong.  

* ュギガわジゎ should  ヱ温や ゆやヲタ ヮルや ギボわバル ゅョ リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ ヱ温や るエΒダレャや リハ ゲΒらバわヤャほトカ   
( Should + infinitive ) 

 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You should go to the doctor.  
   畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You look tired. I think you should take a few days off.  
 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I shouldn't worry if I were you. You have worked really hard.  

 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I don't think you should go out so much.  
Must  

            畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You must pay your university fees either today or tomorrow. 

Use / Meaning 

1-It is used for obligations that the speaker feels strongly about: ュやゴャま  

     畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I must finish this letter before I go to bed. / You must wear a seat belt at all times. 

2- We also use must / mustn't for strong advice or recommendations:   檗瑣揩欷廚つ檗牴濆暃 檗悸瑣揶槝  

   畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You must see your doctor - you look terrible! 

3- We use ŵƵƐƚŶ͛ƚ to tell someone not to do something or to say that 

something is wrong.    椚擽斟 槧擣 舍莨槝¬ヶセ   膕茘帙恂  

           畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You mustn't steal. / You mustn't make a noise after midnight. 

 

Note: We use mustn't or can't to refer to things people are not allowed to do: 

            畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You mustn't / can't eat in the library.     帙橇棣擽旙狆 愡楙抛瞻 渫 幎巍懆欷撈悸楮 槧擣 臺范弩擽廚  
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We use the verb have to + base form. 帙牴懆帙瑣弭恂巍 挾磬棔檳 帙楮 ¬ヶセ 椚楙擽棔 戌撩揄楮 檳嶼 臧范惡楮 舍 脛茱擽廚檳 

Past simple:  舍
脛茫帙楙棔巍 舍

脛莟 

 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 I had to pay a large fine. 

Present perfect:   楸帙弭棔巍 擘懆帙揄楙棔巍 舍
脛莟  

 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 He has had to go to the police station. 

 楸憖惠弭抛畍Sﾗﾐげデっ SﾗWゲﾐげデ ｴ;┗W デﾗ    槧擣 臺范弩擽弭棣棔 ふ巍戌撩揄楮 徇抛棔ぶ 渕 舍 腋茯棔巍 椚擽旙棔 懆巍戌撩揀巍 慳欷恃檳 楸憖擣 
ど For rules or laws, we normally use have to / don't have to, but if you personally agree 

strongly with the rule or law, use must / mustn't:   帙橇擽楮 脛 臺茖暘旙弭楮 帙榴杆 巍慷巉 憖擣巍欷暘棔巍檳 脛 臺茖槝巍欷暘棣棔  

     畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You must wear a school uniform. / You mustn't make a loud noise in public places. 

    畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 You have to register with the police. / You don't have to pay for water in restaurants. 

A-  From a, b, c and d choose the correct word:- 
 

1. Salad and bread are complimentary. You …………..…….. pay for them. 
 a. must                  b. mustn’t                   c. don’t have to              d. have to 
 

 2. You ………….…….. be more careful with your money.  
          a. mustn’t             b. must                c. has to                           d. shouldn’t       
 

 3. You ………………….. drive anyone’s car without asking them first. 
          a. should                b. mustn’t                 c. must                         d. have to 
 

 4. You ……………….. see the doctor – you look terrible. 
          a. don’t have to      b. must                    c. shouldn’t                   d. mustn’t 
 

5. You ……………….. go to work tomorrow. It’s not a holiday. 
          a. shouldn’t            b. should             c. have to                    d. mustn’t 
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Do as required between brackets: 
1- “Where will you spend your summer vacation?”  

a- My cousin asked me where I spent my summer vacation. 
b- My cousin asked me where I would spend my summer vacation.  
c- My cousin asked me where I had spent my summer vacation.  

2- “Are you doing research on Coronavirus?’  

a- The journalist asked the experts if they had been doing research on Coronavirus.  
b- The journalist asked the experts if they had done research on Coronavirus.  
c- The journalist asked the experts if they were doing research on Coronavirus.  

3- " Where did you go yesterday?"  

a- My friend wanted to know where I go the day before. 
b- My friend wanted to know where I would go the day before.  
c- My friend wanted to know where I had gone the day before.  

4- “We will test the new vaccine next month.’  

a- They said they would test the new vaccine the following month.  
b- They said they tested the new vaccine the following month.  
c- They said they had tested the new vaccine the following month.  
 

5- The doctor said to me, “Don’t eat too much fast food.’  

a- The doctor advised me don’t eat too much fast food.  
b- The doctor advised me not to eat too much fast food.  
c- The doctor advised me not to don’t eat too much fast food.  
 

6- "I slept only for two hours last night.", He said.  

He said .............................................................................. .............................   (Complete) 

a- he was sleeping only for two hours last night. 

b- he had slept only for two hours the previous night.  

c- he has slept only for two hours yesterday.  
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Date: ............../........./20       Unit 9 ‒ Lessons 7 & 8       SB: 72 & 73 

Vocabulary 
- Choose the best answer from a, b, c and d: 
1. Money is a mixed-blessing as it brings about ......... ……as well as good. 
  a. affluent    b. evil   c. extinct   d. complimentary 
2. Many species have gone ....................... in the last 100 years. They no longer exist. 
  a. affluent    b. evil   c. extinct   d. complimentary 
3.To get .................. in any profession, two things are necessary, study and practice. 
  a. success    b. profit   c. generosity  d. Tax 
4. Arab people treat their guests warmly because they are known for their ................. 
 a. success    b. profit   c. generosity  d. tax  

 

Date: ............../........./20                               SB: 72 & 73 

 
Focus On 

1. Why is the National Assembly Building so special? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
2. The National Assembly building has become a symbol of political 
representation within Kuwait. Explain. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
 

 

 

# Word Meaning Definition 
1. affluent (adj)  Having a great deal of money, 

wealthy 
2. evil (adj)  Very bad, harmful or wicked 

3. extinct (adj)  Having no living members  

4. generosity (n)  The quality of being kind and 
sharing 

5. gross (v)  To produce or earn (an amount of 
money) as total profit or income 

6. in this sense (exp)  A way in which an expression or a 
situation can be interpreted 

7. profit (n)  A financial gain, especially the 
difference between the amount 
earned and the amount spent 

8. spur (v)  To encourage 

9. success (n)  Achievement 
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Language Functions 

- What would say in the following situations? 

    1- People wonder why you usually go everywhere using public transportation.  
…………………………………………………………………………................... 
…………………………………………………………………………...................2- 
Your father thinks that, in the future, robots will do all the boring work. 
……………………………………………..........................................…………… 
………………………………………………..........................................…………3- 
Elderly people always say that Life in the past was better than it is now. 
………………………………….......................................……………………… 
................................…………………........……………………………………… 
4-Your friend doesn't know why it's necessary to use a personal login for the bank 
website. 
...………………………………….......................................……………………… 

       ..........................…………………........………………………………………… 
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Writing  

 
Some people believe that money is the most important factor for achieving happiness. 

However, others believe that happiness has nothing to do with money. 
 

                   In four paragraphs, plan and write an essay (of 12 sentences), expressing 
your opinion, persuading the readers that money has a vital role in achieving 
happiness yet, there are other factors to consider as well. 
 
 (Your writing should include an introduction, two body paragraphs and a 
conclusion) 
Introduction: 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
………… 
Body: 
Paragraph1:………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
Paragraph2:………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Conclusion:………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………… 
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Write your topic here 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
………… 
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Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:  
La Tomatina is a food fight festival held on the last Wednesday of August each year in 
the town of Bunol in Spain. Thousands of people make their way from all corners of the 
world to fight in this 'World's Biggest Food Fight' during which crowds of people pelt 
each other with tons of tomatoes in the streets. The origins of this mass tomato fight 
dates back to a fight amongst children in 1945 and it has been celebrated every year 
since then. 
 

         The tomato fight lasts for an hour, after which the whole town is covered with 
tomato paste. After that, fire trucks with hoses move down to streets and people use the 
hoses to remove the tomato paste from their bodies. At the same time, other participants 
go to swimming pools to wash. After cleaning the town, streets become so clean due to 
the hard work of the fire trucks. 
 

         Since 2013, the Tomatina festival is planned by selling tickets to guarantee the 
better security and more fun for the attendants. In 2015, it is estimated that almost 145 
tons of tomatoes were thrown. As with previous years, participants of many nationalities 
are expected. 
 

         The city council follows a short list of instructions for the safety of the participants 
and the festival. The tomatoes have to be squeezed before throwing to avoid injuries. No 
other *projectiles except tomatoes are allowed. Participants have to make way for trucks 
and Lorries. After the second shot indicative of ending the tomato throw, no tomatoes 
should be thrown. 
 

         La Tomatina festival has inspired similar celebrations in other parts of the world. 
Since 1982, in a town in Southern city of China, a tomato fight is held in October during 
which they use up to 15 tons of tomatoes. In February 2011, the first version of the Great 
Tomato War was held in Chile. It was a playful battle involving young people. In India, 
the government refused to give a permission to host such a Tomatina event justifying 
that tomato shouldn’t be wasted. 
 

*projectiles = missiles (an object which is thrown as a target) 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d : 

 
1. The best title for the passage is: 
    a. Spanish Cities 
    b. Delicious Food 
   c. Tomato Fights 
   d. Attendants Security 
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2. The underlined word “mass” in the 1st paragraph means: 
    a. huge 
    b. small 
    c. little  
    d. tall 
 

3. The underlined word “their” in the 2nd paragraph refers to: 
     a. streets 
     b. hoses 
    c. people  
    d. trucks 
 

4. Which country of the following doesn’t celebrate La Tomatina? 
    a. China 
    b. India 
    c. Chile 
    d. Spain 
  

5. According to the passage, which of the following statements is NOT TRUE?  
 

    a. Other participants go to swimming pools to wash. 
    b. The streets become so clean due to the hard work of the fire trucks. 
    c.  The streets become so clean due to covering the town with tomato paste. 
    d. In India, the government refused to give a permission to host such a Tomatina 
event. 
 

6.  The writer's purpose in writing this passage is to: 
 

    a. tell  us how much tomatoes people eat in Spain. 
    b. show us that people cook much food in all Spanish cities. 
    c. show his opposition to people throwing each other with tons of tomatoes. 
    d. describe La Tomatina festival in Spain, its origin and influence on other countries. 
 
From a, b and c choose the correct answer:  
7. How has La Tomatina inspired other celebrations all over the world? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
8. What is the origin of this La Tomatina festival? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Summary Making 

Read the following text then do as required: 
 
Some students fail because they are afraid of failing, of disappointing the 

many anxious adults around them, whose limitless hopes and expectations for 
them hang over their heads like a cloud. In addition, they are bored because the 
things they are given in schools are  so dull. One of the most important reasons 
of students' failure is that they are confused because most of the torrent of 
words that pours over them in school makes no sense. Furthermore, school 
regulations might also affect their standards and cause them to fail. Finally, bad 
companions are a fundamental reason of students' failure. 

 
In a paragraph of FOUR sentences ONLY, summarise and paraphrase 

the previous text in answer to the following question:  
Why does the author believe that some students fail? 

………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………… 

Translate the following into good English: 
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Money Mixed Blessing   メゅヨャや 
 
 
All of us know that in the modern world, money is very important to most people. 
Everyone needs money and everyone would like to be more wealthy or rich than he is.  

Most people need to work because they need to pay for food, clothes and a home 
or place to live in. In the past people didn't have money to pay for the things they 
bought. They used to barter things. Today we have, not only money but also other forms 
of paying for the things we need. We can pay either by cash or by credit cards. 

Some people believe that money is not always good. They say that money may 
sometimes be corrupting and leads to greed. Some people may commit crimes to get 
money. But good people work hard to get money. They also use money in good things.  
 

Finally, They also help other people who need. It's truly said that money makes 
the world go round 
 
 

 Bank Manager   ゲΑギョ レらャや マ   
It's my dream to become a bank manager. But when I think of it, I find out that it 

is not as easy as some people may think. A good bank manager needs certain qualities to 
be successful. A bank manager needs more than a university degree to be successful. 

When we talk about him we should mention many different things. To be 
successful, he needs to have good communication skills. He must be completely honest 
and trustworthy. No one can deny that a bank manager should also be able to show 
leadership. I mean to lead and direct his staff. 

Moreover, He should also be able to motivate them when needed. As well as He 
should have the ability to deal with urgent situations. No doubts that He should be able 
to take decisions. 
          To sum up, I think I will enjoy working as a bank manager as long as I love my 
work. 
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Date: ............../........./20                  Unit 10   Lessons 1 & 2         SB:78 – 79 

 

 
-Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d :   
1 – My father …………………….… me not to waste my time watching TV.  
        a – enjoined              b – composed           c – chuckled                d – retired                    
2 – You have to do your best to regain your ………………after that incident. 
 a – injustice              b – chuckle              c – composure             d – self- restraint             
3 – Thanks to his …………, Mike is the kind of guy that everyone in school knows for 
being dependable.         
        a – chuckle              b – constancy          c – injustice                d – self-restraint    
4 – We have to fight against poverty and ………………to have a safer world.       
 a – injustice              b – chuckle              c – composure            d – self- restraint     
5 – Jane’s ………….… cost her losing her job. She treated her clients rudely.  
        a – gratefulness        b – insolence        c – self- restraint            d – chuckle       
6 – John exercised all his ……….… and he kept quiet although he was insulted. 
        a – injustice           b – chuckle           c – composure            d – self- restraint  

 
Set book 

 

1- How do the stories in Holy Quran benefit us? 
………………………………………………………………………………………  
2- What pieces of advice did Luqman give to his son? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
 
 
 
 

# Word Arabic Definition 

1. composure ( n.)  The state or feeling of being calm 
and control of oneself.  

2. constancy  ( n.)  The quality of being faithful and 
dependable.  

3. enjoin  ( v.)  To instruct or urge (someone) to do 
something.  

4. gratefulness( n.)  Feeling or showing on appreciation 
of kindness thankfulness. 

5. injustice  ( n.)  Lock of fairness or justice.  

6. insolence ( n.)  Showing a rude and arrogant lack 
of respect.  

7. self-restraint (n.)  Restraint imposed by oneself on 
one's own actions self-control. 

Stories 
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Date: ............../........./20           Unit 10 Lessons 3             WB: 70 – 71  

 

 Vocabulary 

 
 

- Choose the right answer from a, b ,c and d :   
 1 – Mary …………….………..gently when she heard the good news.  
  a – retired  b – chuckled     c – dropped               d – touched      
2 – My dream is to …………………..and live in a villa in France. 
  a – retire             b – chuckle    c – drop                      d – touch      
3- We should support our candidate ……………..to help him win in the elections.   
   a – carelessly     b – crazily   c – strangely              d – firmly      
4- The government prepared a powerful …..……….. to protect the long coast 
line. 
            a – insolence     b – fleet               c – hopefully          d –composure 

Set Book 

1- What makes a person satisfied and happy in life? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
2- What can people do after retirement? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

# Word Arabic Definition 

1. chuckle (v.)  to laugh especially quietly or inwardly  

2. firmly (adv.)  Strongly and clearly  
3. fleet (n.)  A group of boats belonging to one 

company. 
4. retire (v.)  To stop working because you are a 

certain age.  
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Language Functions 

Write what you would say in the following situations: 
 
1. You are a hotel receptionist and someone wants to book a room. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
2. Your friend believes that reading stories is a boring thing.   
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
3. Your neighbour wants to walk on his broken leg after a serious accident.  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
4. Someone asks you about your plans if you were a millionaire.  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

 

Translate the following into good English: 
 

1 ∨ ベケヅャや ゐキやヱェ ゆゅよシぺ ヶワ ゅョ :りケヱル .  
 

2 ¬ゅルをぺ メヱョェョャや フゎゅヰャや ュやキカゎシやヱ るハケシャやヱ めΑシャや サボヅャや :ヴルョ . .りキゅΑボャや  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
…………………………………………………………………………………………  
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Date: ............../........./20               Unit 10  Lessons 4&5     SB:   80 - 81  

- Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d:   
1 – Can I ……...........……. here for the new course? 
      a – register     b – set off       c – retire           d – chuckle           
 

2– We are going to ……........……. for the trip at 3 a.m. tomorrow.  
      a – pick up      b – drop                c – cry          d – set off           
 

3– The police managed to stop drugs from being……...........…. across the 
borders.  
      a – turned up          b – smuggled        c – touched down   d – retired                     
 

4 –Fortunately, the plane …….…..…. on time despite the sand storm. 
      a – picked up          b – registered        c – set off    d – touched down 
 

5 – What time did they finally ………….? You must’ve waited for a long time.  
      a – turn up          b – retire                      c – chuckle            d – register 

Grammar 
 孅孀1- Phrasal Verbs るらミゲヨャや メゅバプΕや  孅孀 

1–  to go by: all means of transport    ゆ ゆワクΑ 
2 – to ride: bicycle, motorbike.                       ヶヅゎョΑ / ゆミケΑ                                                       
3 – to travel on: train, bus, plane, boat     ケヰド / ラゎョ ヴヤハ ケプゅシΑ  
4 – to catch: train, bus, plane, taxi    ゆ ペェヤΑ  
5 – to get on / off: train, motorbike, bus, plane, boat     .ヴヤハ ラョ メコルΑ  
6 – to get into / get out of: boat, car, taxi     メカやキ ゆミケΑ  
7 – to drive: bus, taxi, train, car     キヱボΑ  
8 – to miss: train, plane, bus, boat   ペェヤΑ Ι / ヮゎヱヘΑ 
 
 

# Word Arabic Definition 

1. border ( n.)  A line separating two geographical 
areas especially countries. 

2. drop off (ph.v)  To transport and leave someone 
somewhere. 

3. pick up (ph.v)  To go to somewhere to collect 
someone typically in one's car.  

4. register (v.)  To enter your name and details on 
an official list  

5. re-load (v.)  To load something again. 

6. set off (ph.v)  To begin a journey. 
7. smuggle (v.)  To take things in and out of a 

country against the law. 
8. sudden (adj.)   Done quickly without a warning. 

9. touch down (ph.v)  To make contact with the ground in 
landing. 

10. turn up (ph.v)  To arrive somewhere especially 
when you are expected there. 
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Fill in the spaces with phrasal verbs from the list : 
checked in \took off \dropped off\ set off \turned up\ picked up\ touched down 
We (1) .................... for the airport at 7.30 a.m. in the morning. As soon as 
we got to the airport, we (2) ............................ Forty-five minutes later, our plane (3) 
........................ We (4) ..................... on time. Unfortunately nobody had (5)................. to 
meet us at Madrid Airport, so we called a taxi. Ten minutes later, the taxi (6) ................. 
us ...... , drove us into the city and (7)................ right outside the hotel. 
 

 孅孀2-Adverbs of manner  孅孀 
                                 るボΑゲトャや メやヲェぺ 

 丙併 ュギガわジゎグワ るプゅッみよ ラヲムわゎヱ .モバヘャや ゐヱギェ るボΑゲヅ リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ メやヲェΕや ロ-ly  
Slow  ¬ヶトよ  carefully  ソゲエよ /ヮΑゅレバよ ڸ slowly ¬テらよ - careful  ゾΑゲェ ڸ

 るヤヨイャや ヶプ ゅヰΑヱゅジΑ ゅョ フグエルin a/an ┼┼┼┼┼┻way ) ( 

         A- Regular adverbs are formed by adding ‒ ly to the adjective: 
      畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 He drives in a careless way.            He drives carelessly.  
  畉畛畆畚畩畤畧  He is a dangerous driver.  * He drives dangerously. 
  畉畛畆畚畩畤畧  She is a slow worker.   * She works slowly.  
        B- Some adverbs have the same form as adjectives: 

 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 He is a fast driver.   * He drives fast. 
 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 She is a hard worker.   * She works hard. 

 ( good- well / late- late / early – early / fast – fast / hard – hard) 
- Choose the most suitable answer from a, b, c and d: 
 

1- She planned their trip to Greece very .............. She wanted to enjoy her holiday. 

  a- carefully  b- careful   c- more careful   d- most careful 

2- Jim painted the kitchen very .............. It would’ve been better if we hired a painter.  

  a- bad   b- badly   c- more bad   d- most bad 

3- She gave me a ...... ... ... ... ... look. She must’ve mistaken me for someone else.  

  a- carefully  b- careful   c- more careful   d- most careful 

4- She speaks very ...... ...  ... ... ... . I can’t hear her well.  

 a- most quiet  b- more quiet  c- quietly    d- quiet 

 

3-   Used to      Used to + infinitive  ゲッゅエャや ヶプ ブホヲゎ ヮレムャ ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ ¬ヶセ モバプ ヴヤハ キゅわハま 

       1-The construction 'used to' describes a past action. 
 畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 He used to travel everywhere by taxi. 

 

      2- Negative:         畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 She didn’t use to play the piano very well. 
      3- Question:        畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 Did you use to wear glasses? 
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    Choose the correct answer from (a, b, c or d):  

1- When I was a child I ..................... go swimming in the lake.  
   a- used to        b- use to         c- am used to                     d- was used to 

2- In the army, I .............................. at six every morning. 
    a- get up            b- used to get up    c- am used to getting up  d- getting up  

3- People ............................. be aware of the benefits of technology in the past, but now 
they are.  

a)  didn't use to  
b)  are used to  
c)  used to  
d)  use to  

4- Our grand ancestors ................................. cook their food at home in the past.  

a)  use to  
b)  are using to  
c)  are used to  
d)  used to  

 
5- I think people used to .......................... their time listening to the radio.  

a)  spend  
b)  spent  
c)  spending  
d)  have spent  
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Date: ............../........./20           Unit 10    Lessons 7&8     SB:   82 – 83 

- Fill in the spaces with the right word from the list: 

(recuperate   –  overtake –  stacks of  –    monotonous    –   emotive) 
1- I tried to ……...…. a lorry on the road but I couldn't and had an accident. 
2- Some people have ……….….books but they don’t read that often. 
3- The doctor says I have to rest for another week to ……..………..fully. 
4- In spite of being….……………, I had to listen to the story to find the truth. 
5- Because of being an …………. actor, he succeeded to attract his fans. 
 

Language Functions 
 

- What you would say in the following situations: 

1– Your friend is lazy and doesn’t like to study.  
…………………………………………………………………………….………… 
2– Your brother thinks that dyslexics are unintelligent people.  
…………………………………………………………………………….………… 
3– Your brother won a prize in the race at school. 
…………………………………………………………………………….………… 
4– You want someone to show you the way to the Science Centre.  
…………………………………………………………………………….………… 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

# Word Arabic Definition 

1. crazily (adv.)  A great degree. 

2. dreadful (adj.)  Very bad. 
3. emotive  (adj.)  Making people have strong feeling.  
4. knock off (ph v)  To fall off after a collision. 

5. monotonous (adj.)  Dull, tedious and repetitious. 
6. overtake (v.)  To catch up with and pass while 

traveling in the same direction. 
7. recuperate (v.)  To recover from illness or exertion. 
8. stacks of ( n.)  A pile of objects typically one that 

neatly arranged. 
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Writing 

      It is said that the new media has killed the reading habits. Furthermore, the Internet 
has become the oxygen for humans.  

In not less than (12 sentences-140 words) plan and write an essay persuading readers 
that reading is more important than following the new media.  

(Your writing should include an introduction, two body paragraphs and a 
conclusion) 

Outline 
Introduction: 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
………… 
Body: 
Paragraph1:………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
Paragraph2:………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Conclusion:………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………… 
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Write your topic here 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
………… 
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                                              Reading comprehension 
Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow: 

If you have been reading fairy stories, you may believe that all wolves are 
harmful, and evil. They eat children, sheep and other small animals. They are 
aggressive and won't stop until they get what they want. There really isn't 
anything good to say about wolves. Or is there? Are wolves just misunderstood? 

 
Wolves are actually nothing like the characters described in fairy stories. 

While it is true that their diet consists of deer, rabbits, and other small animals, 
wolves would never attack a child just for the sake of eating. Wolves have been 
known to attack people when they threaten them. This happens only rarely. 
Wolves are usually pretty shy animals. They stay within their own land and 
protect their own pack(group). 
  

 Wolves are meat eaters, and they must hunt to get their food. They are 
strong and fast and have sharp teeth. They use their sense of smell to find prey. 
Wolves hunt in packs and chase their prey until it gets tired. They usually hunt 
the weakest, slowest animal in a group. Wolves are not cruel; they are just good 
hunters. 
  

 Some wolves, such as the red wolf, are near extinction. Their homes are 
steadily disappearing as people spread their own homes further into the 
wilderness. Wolves have also been hunted extensively. Ranchers and farmers 
pose another threat to wolves. They become angry when wolves come onto 
their property and eat their chickens and sheep. This is a serious problem, 
because the farmers lose their animals, and the wolves get shot by the angry 
farmers. No one wins in this battle. 
  

Wolves are an important part of the balance of nature. They hunt weak 
animals and help keep down the population of some animals such as deer. In 
many countries, it is now against the law to hunt wolves. Many zoos and 
scientists are working hard to protect wolves, because they understand just how 
important and misunderstood they really are.  

 
A- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  
 
1. A suitable title for the passage is:  

a) Wolves in the Jungle   
b) Wolves in Fairy Stories 
c) The Red Wolf      
d) True Facts about Wolves 
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2. The underlined word "extinction" in paragraph 4 means:  

a) disappearance     
b) creation . 
c) formation     
d) installation 

 
3. The underlined word "they" in paragraph 2 refers to: 

a) characters 
b) rabbits 
c) wolves     
d) stories 

 
4. People think that wolves are: 

a) harmful and aggressive    
b) small and cute 
c) cooperative and helpful     
d) kind and friendly  

 
5. According to the text, all the following sentences are TRUE except: 

a) Wolves attack people in case of a threat 
b) Wolves hunt animals for the sake of killing 
c) Wolves are shy animals 
d) Wolves prefer to hunt in groups 

 
6. The purpose of the writer is to : 

a) show wolves as pure aggressive animals 
b) explain that  wolves are skillful hunters 
c) tell us that wolves are not aggressive by nature 
d) inform us that wolves are strong, fast and have sharp teeth 

 
With reference to the passage, answer the following questions: 
 
7. How do wolves hunt? 
.......................................................................................................................... 
 
8. Why do farmers and ranchers kill wolves? 

.......................................................................................................................... 

.......................................................................................................................... 
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Summary making 
 

In FOUR sentences, summarise and paraphrase the following passage in 
answer to the following question: (4 x 15 = 60 Marks)  

 
   As drivers, we have a responsibility on the road. Responsibility here involves a few 
things. It means that we must be careful on the road. Give way once in a while, be 
courteous and you will find driving a more pleasant experience. It is also our 
responsibility to ensure that our vehicles are in tip-top condition. Therefore, service your 
vehicles regularly, at least once in every six months. While driving on the road, keep to 
the speed limit all the time. It is also the duty of the police to organize road safety 
campaigns to educate and raise awareness among road users about the dangers of 
uncaring driving. Drivers who are caught breaking traffic rules should be punished or 
fined severely.  

"What are the best ways to limit road accidents?" 
 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
 

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

.................................................................... 
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 Storytelling and moral lessons  ゾダボャや ユΒボャやヱ  るΒホΚカΕや 
      Our parents are our first teachers. They used to give us care, love, help 
and advice. They used to tell us moral stories to benefit from them, especially 
before going to bed. Each story teaches us a moral lesson and values directly 
or indirectly.  

As muslims, our Holy Quran is full of moral lessons and stories of 
messengers and previous nations. These stories improve our imagination and 
make us better people. Hence, we should follow the pieces of advice that are 
in those moral stories. Those are the lessons told to us by wise men and 
parents. 

Moreover, we should teach such moral stories to our children as well. 
This will help change future generations to be good citizens. We can choose 
the right stories for each age group. This way they can get the lessons and 
apply them.  

Finally, each people have their own culture and moral stories. 
Therefore, we should choose what suits our society, culture, and religion.  

 
 

  Car accidents   ゐキやヲェ Βジャや れやケゅ 

      Car accidents are so dangerous because many people are involved in them. 
A lot of them are killed or injured seriously while many cars are lost or 
damaged. So, it is very important for us to learn how to use the roads 
properly and safely. 
     As roads are very busy nowadays, we should be very careful when 
crossing them. There are many causes of car accidents such as; over speed, 
bad roads, careless drivers, bad cars and their mechanical problems. Another 
cause of car accidents is not leaving enough space between cars while driving 
on the roads. Moreover, using the mobile phones is an important reason for 
car accidents today.  
     Then the question is, how could we avoid car accidents today? The 
answer is by building good roads at first. Moreover, we should fasten our seat 
belts and drive carefully. We shouldn't use mobile phones while driving and 
we should follow the traffic rules.  
 Finally, remember that over speed is the fastest way to death. Use 
your car wisely and be back home safely. 
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Date: ......../........./20                         Unit 11      Lessons 1 & 2     SB: 84 – 85 
  

   
 
 

- Fill in the spaces with the right word from the list: 

(asap  -  rearrange  -   unreliable  -  starvation  -  well-sealed) 
 

1- The mechanic I gave my car to is ………………….He made it worse.  

2- Some countries in Africa suffer from…………………because of wars. 

3- I have to………….my tasks for today. This way I would finish them faster.  

4-The suitcase which is put in the luggage hall is………………. Don’t worry. 
5-You have to come to the meeting……………….…because it is so urgent. 

 
Set Book 

1- What are the different types of messages? 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
2-  How do people send messages? 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
3- What are the benefits of e-mails and phone text messages? 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
 
 
 
 

# Word Arabic Definition 

1. Asap (Exp.)  As soon as possible. 

2. colleague (n.)  A person with whom one works 
especially in profession or business. 

3. current (n.)  A body of water moving in a definite 
direction.  

4. impromptu (adj.)  Done without being planned 
organized or rehearsed. 

5. rearrange (v.)  To change the position, time of 
something.  

6. starvation (n.)  Lack of food 
7. unreliable (adj.)  Untrustworthy, irresponsible. 

8. urgent (adj.)  Requiring immediate action or 
attention. 

9. well-sealed (adj.)   Closed very securely. 

Messages 
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Date: ............../........./20                 Unit 11   Lessons 3             WB: 76 – 77 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

- Choose the correct answer from a ,b, c and d:  
 
1- You should always………….……… your seatbelt for your safety. 
      a.  Rearrange               b.  Fasten               c.  Knock off            d.  Reload 
 
2- They were smuggling diamonds ……….……… across the borders when the 
police arrested them. 
      a.  illegally                 b.  proudly                  c.  bravely          d.  beautifully 
 
3- Birds have the natural ……………… to fly back to their homes from wherever 
they are. 
     a.  insolence                b.  border                c.  starvation            d.  instinct 
 
4- Pigeons which can return back to their homes are called …….……… 
pigeons. 
           a. dreadful            b.  sudden               c.  impromptu           d.   homing 
 

Set Book 
1- Why are pigeons sometimes called "homing pigeons"? 

........................................................................................................................................................... 
 

2- In what ways has sending messages changed since the first carrier 

pigeons?  

........................................................................................................................................................... 

........................................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
 
 

# Word Arabic Definition 

1. Fasten   ( v.)   To fix or join securely. 

2. Homing (adj.)  Relating to an animal's ability to fly home  

3. Illegally (adv.)  Against the law. 

4. Instinct ( n.)   A natural or intuitive way of behaving.  
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  Date: ........./......../20                      Unit 11    Lessons 4&5           SB: 86 – 87 
 

# Word Arabic Definition 

1. activate (v)  To make something active and able to 
operate. 

2. band (n)  The wavelength of a radio or digital signal.  

3. conference call 
(n) 

 A linking of several telephones, so that 
people in different places speak. 

4. deadline (n)  The latest time or date by which something 
should be completed. 

5. flash (v)  To shine a bright light on and off. 

6. frequency (n)  The wavelength of a radio or digital signal 
(see band) 

7. handy (adj)  Convenient to handle or use, useful. 

8. harmony (n)  Agreement or concord. 

9. hassle (n)  Irritating inconvenience. 

10. portable (adj)  Easily carried. 

11. slide (v)  To move smoothly over a surface. 

12 unlock (v)  To make a phone accessible to user. 

13 upgrade (v)  To raise (something) to a higher standard. 

- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  

1- We must ensure that tourism develops in ………….. with the environment.                
a. alarm              b.  answer phone           c.  tutor              d.  harmony 

2- My best friend didn't face any ……………… in his job last year.  
    a.  hassle           b.  answer phone           c.  alarm             d.  harmony 
3- I'm too busy doing a research and I have to meet the .............. tomorrow. 
   a-starvation        b-deadline        c-harmony         d-band 

 孅孀Grammar  孅孀 
 笑粧Passive voice  メヲヰイヨヤャ ヶレらヨャや  笑粧 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-   メヱヰィョ ヮルΕ ヱぺ ヮゎΑョワぺ ュキバャ メハゅヘャや メゅョワまヱ ヮよ ケをほゎ ヵクャや ゐキェャやヱ メヱバヘョャや ヴヤハ コΑミケゎヤャ るヤョィャや ゆΑゎケゎ ケΑΑピゎ ヱワヱ
  .ロケミクャ ネやキ Κプ ヮプケバΑ メミャや ラΕ ヱぺ 

-   ュを るヤョィャや メヱぺ ヶプ メヱバヘョャゅよ ¬キよャや ュゎΑbe + P.P.    .るΑヤタΕや るヤョィャや ラョコ ゆシェ 
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-  :るルョコΕや メミ メΑヱェゎ ウッヱΑ メヱキィ 

Do as shown between brackets: 

1- I want to put a swimming pool in the yard, but it ............................ on soft ground. (Passive) 

a)  has built  
b)  is building  
c)  has to be built  

2- I think my car has a problem with the engine. It ............................ easily by my father, so I won't 

go to the garage.      (Passive voice) 

a) could repair 

b) could be repaired  

c) repaired 

 

3- The report must be organized. It ..............................┻ on a laptop┹ that╆s better than handwriting┻ 
       (Passive voice) 

a) should type 

b) should be typed  

c) types 

 
4- If your kitten is two months old, she ............................ her necessary vaccinations.  

(Passive voice) 
a) may give 

b) gave 

c) may be given  

 5- The job interview was too easy. He ....................... some more difficult questions by the manager. 

       (Passive voice) 
a)  should have been asked  
b)  should ask  
c)  is asked  
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6- I think my favorite movie is coming out next year. It .............................. in the summer!  

        (Passive voice) 
a) could release 

b) could be released  

c) releases 

Causative verbs:                Have something done  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tick the correct sentence, (a) or (b), for each picture. 

 
 
- Choose either make or take: 
 
1- This machine is (took- made) in France. 
2- I can't (take- make) all these bags in one hand. 
3- How much do you (take - make) a week? 
4- (Take - Make) this pill and you will be fine. 
5- He (made- took) the money and ran away. 
6- They (made- took) a taxi and went to the airport. 
7- We will not (make- take) the conference next Sunday. 
8- The boss (made- took) me do the job in the weekend. 
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Date: ............../........./20               Unit 11 -  Lessons 7&8     SB: 88 – 89 
 

# Word Arabic Definition 

1. alarm (v.)   To cause someone to feel frightened. 

2. answerphone(n.)  Another term for answer machine. 

3. briefly (adv.)  Of short duration. 

4. confident (adj.)  Feeling assured about something. 

5. next of kin (n.)   A person closest living relative. 
6. ring  (n.)  An informal term for a telephone call. 

7. tone (n.)  A musical note or sound used as a 
particular signal.  

8. tutor (n.) 
 

 A private teacher, typically one who 
teaches a single student or a very small 
group. 

- Choose the correct answer from a ,b, c and d:  
1- My teacher is a self ……………….. person. 
           a. confident         b.  current                 c.  handy        d.   portable 
2- I used to…………… my friends all the time, but now mostly on the weekends.  
           a. rearrange            b.  ring              c.  activate              d. unlock 
3- My uncle is my favourite ……………………….. relative. 
 a.  next of kin          b.  confident           c.  tone                    d.  alarm 
4- My new neighbor is my…….………… in mathematics. 
 a.  tutor                   b.  alarm                c.  portable              d.  band 
 

Set Book 

- When do we need to leave an answer phone message rather than a text 
message? 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
........................................................................................................................................................... 

Language Functions 
-  Write what would you say in the following situations: 

1-Someone is smoking at the hospital. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2- Your brother is riding his quad bike very fast on the beach. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Writing 
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“We can never be separated from the world if we want to live in it”  
- Plan and write a report of 12 sentences (140 words) about: 

Why your grandparents should have new mobiles with the social media applications 

installed on it. Supply reasons to convince them. 
(Your writing should include an introduction, two body paragraphs and a 
conclusion) 

Outline 
Introduction: 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
………… 
Body: 
Paragraph1:………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
Paragraph2:………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Conclusion:………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………… 
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Write your topic here 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………… 
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                               Reading Comprehension (110 Marks) 
        Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions: 

What is more fun than jumping up and down on a springy piece of fabric?! 
This activity is known as trampolining and it is sweeping the world.  

          Throughout history, Eskimos have been tossing each other in the air 
using walrus skin for thousands of years. Firemen began using a life net to catch 
people jumping from buildings in 1887. And in the early 1900s, circus 
performers began bouncing to amuse audiences. All these show that the idea 
has been bouncing around for a long time. 

          Trampolines may be fun, but they can also be dangerous. People hurt 
themselves while using one each year. Clubs use large safety nets and rubber 
to make it safer. Most injuries of trampolines happen at home, not at clubs. 
Since they are more affordable than ever, injuries are even more common. 
How? People may bounce too high and land off the trampoline or onto the 
springs. Injuries also happen when many people are jumping at the same time. 
Jumpers may collide and cause one another to land in strange ways.  Lots of 
people have their bones broken in this way. Perhaps the worst injuries happen 
when untrained people try to do flips. Landing on your neck or head can 
paralyze or even kill you.  

           But do not let all that bad news keep you down. There are many things 
that you can do to practise safe trampolining. You can cover the springs with 
special pads. You can surround your trampoline with a net so that people do not 
fall off of it. You can limit bouncers to one at a time. This will prevent collision 
injuries. Perhaps most importantly, you should never flip on a trampoline without 
professional guidance.  

            Trampolines have brought a lot of joy to many people. There is no 
feeling quite like soaring up in the air and then free-falling. Trampolines can also 
be a good source of exercise and activity. They can help people improve their 
balance and aerial moves. But they can also be deadly. Be sure that you are 
practising safety while having a good time. Happy bouncing! 

A) From a, b, c and d, choose the correct answer:  
1. What is the main idea of paragraph (2)?   

a. How trampolines started. 
b. All about trampolines, from A to Z. 
c. How we can be safe when trampolining. 
d. What dangers we can face when trampolining.  
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2. What is the meaning of the underlined word “bouncers” in paragraph (4)? 

a. Eskimos.   
b. Jumpers. 
c. Coaches. 
d. Injured people.  

 

3. What does the underlined word “they” in paragraph (3) refer to? 

a. Injuries.  
b. Clubs.  
c. Trampolines.  
d. Safety net.  

  

4. According to the passage, why did circus performers start bouncing?  

a. To relax from stress.   
b. To have healthy bodies. 
c. To feel happy themselves. 
d. To entertain people at the circus.   

 

5. All the following statements are TRUE EXCEPT: 

a. The least dangerous injury is falling on the neck.  
b. Jumping on trampolines needs professional training.   
c. Trampolines can be a great source of joy and happiness.  
d. The Eskimos used the skin of walrus for tossing each other.  

 

6. What is the author’s purpose in writing this passage?  

a. Encouraging the readers to start trampolining.  
b. Showing the readers the pros and cons of trampolining.  
c. Informing the readers all about the history of trampolining.       
d. Making the readers understand the importance of stopping trampolining.  

B)  Answer the following question: 
7. According to the passage, what can trampolining improve in people’s life?  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. How can we increase the safety when trampolining?  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Summary Making (4 X 15 = 60 Marks) 

In a paragraph of FOUR sentences ONLY, summarise and paraphrase the 
following paragraph in an answer to the following question: 
 
              A small city was at the foot of a dormant volcano which, one day, erupted 
and covered the areas with ash and lava. Few people escaped, but unfortunately most 
of them were not so lucky. Those who decided to wait in their houses were buried to 
death. The gases poisoned a great number of the city dwellers. Some people could not 
make out of the area because of the ditches the eruption caused. Another cause of 
people’s death was the destruction of all sources of life like the agricultural lands and 
the food factories. Whatever the reason was, we cannot say anything but: “May the 
dead rest in peace.”  
 

“How did the people die when the volcano erupted?  
 
........................................................................................................................................ 
........................................................................................................................................ 
........................................................................................................................................ 
........................................................................................................................................ 
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................ 
..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................ 
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Messages モもゅシゲャや 

      Exchanging messages is very important. It helps people to be closer and 
to communicate. It helps people to know more about each other. It helps 
people to exchange news and information. 
     
      In the past, people used to send messages using fire, flags and drums 
especially in the time of wars. Then, they started to use horses and birds. 
People used town callers in sending and delivering messages. Furthermore, 
they used pigeons in sending messages in the past, such as in the First World 
War they used homing pigeons to send messages. People also used bottle 
messages to send messages in the middle of the sea when they were in 
danger.  
 
   Nowadays, there are many and different kinds in sending messages. We 
have smart mobile phones and social media applications. Also, we have the 
Internet, e- mails and the usual traditional letters. As man can't live a solitary 
life and needs to communicate, so he has always tried to find different ways 
to do so. 
 
 Finally, I think communication in all its forms is very important 
for people as it is a social healthy habit. 
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Date: ......./........./20               Unit 12      Lessons 1 & 2     SB: 90 – 91 

   
- Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: 

(aviation  -  notably  -  unlock   -  instructor  -  coincide) 

   1- A driving ……………will help you pass your driving test faster.  
   2- National Day and Liberation day……..…… with Hala February festival. 
   3- We still have many concerns, ………….. about the adequacy of the diet  
       eaten by our children 
  4- Professional pilots master using ……………..……… computers. 

 

Set Book 

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of working as a pilot? 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
2. What are the skills needed to be a pilot? 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
3. What qualities and skills do you need to achieve your goals? 

........................................................................................................................................................... 

........................................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
 
 
 

# Word Arabic Definition 

1. aviation (n.)  The Flying or operating of aircraft.  

2. coincide with (v.) 
 

 To happen at the same time as something 
else, especially by chance. 

3. exemplary (adj.)   Excellent providing a good example to 
others. 

4. gliding (n.)  The sport of flying in a light engineless 
aircraft.  

5. instructor (n.)   A person who teaches something. 
6. intensely (adv.)  Strongly in high degree. 
7. notably (adv.)   Especially in a particular. 

Flying Stories   
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Date: ............../........./20                 Unit 12 -    Lessons 3        WB:   82 – 83   

 

 
- Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

(plagued   -  rusty  -   transcontinental    -   biplane   -    landmark) 

1- The old metal models were ………….………… and old-fashioned. 
2- A lot of mechanical problems ……………… the flight and forced it to land.  
3- We consider The Avenues a ……………………… in Kuwait. 
4- They bought a simple…………………… for training. 
5- The International community warns countries of using …………….rockets. 

Set Book 
- In what ways has air travel changed the way people live? 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
........................................................................................................................................................... 

Translate the following into good English: 
-  ラまゲヘジャや モんョ ギもやヲヘャや リョ ゲΒんムャや ヮャ ケゅΒトャや モヨハ まャヴ   リミゅョや サゅルや るヤよゅボョ ヱ りギΑギィ .ラヲヘヤわガョ 

 ............................................................................................................................. ...
.. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. . ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. . .

.. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .  
 
 

# Word Arabic Definition 
1. biplane (n.) 

 
 An early type of an airplane with 

two pairs of wings.  

2. landmark (n.) 
 

 A feature of a landscape or town 
that is easily seen and recognized 
from a distance.  

3. plague (v.)   To cause continual trouble or 
distress to a group of people.  

4. prejudicial (adj.)   Having a bad effect on something. 

5. rusty (adj.)   
 

 A metal object covered in reddish 
–brown substance, mostly formed 
when iron or steel gets wet. 

6. transcontinental (adj.)  Crossing a continent especially a 
transport to ate.  
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Date: ............../........./20         Unit 12              Lessons 4&5    SB: 92 – 93 
 

# Word Arabic Definition 

1. acclaimed ( adj.)  Highly praised. 

2. attendant (n.) 
 

 A person employed to provide a service 
to the public, such as on a flight. 

3. cabin (n.)  The area for passengers in an aircraft. 

4. confrontational   Likely to seek argument or 
disagreement. 

5. corporation (n.)  A big company or a group of companies. 

6. courteously(adv.)  Said or done in a polite manner. 

7. expression (n.)  The look on someone's face that shows 
a particular emotion. 

8. mumble (v.)   To say something quietly. Making it too 
difficult for others to hear.  

9. resemble (v.)  to look or seem like. 

10. stern (adj.)  Serious and unrelenting  

11. stunned (adj.)  Astonished or shocked 

- From a, b , c and d choose the right answer: 
1- An international ………………. usually has a big number of staff. 
     a.  injustice       b. corporation             c.  biplane          d. expression 
2- The hotel manager asked the tourists …………………. to move to the 
restaurant. 
     a. carelessly     b. courteously            c. dangerously     d. crazily 
3- The boy was completely …………………. when he heard the sad news. 
     a. sudden         b.  monotonous           c. stunned           d. charitable    
4- He works as a /an ……………………. in Kuwait airways. 
     a- cabin            b-attendant                  c- expression   d-corporation 
 

  孅孀Grammar  孅孀 
聞3- If ヶッゅョ ュゅゎ  had + p.p. (V3), ڸ would have + p.p.(V3) 

 -ヴヨジゎヱ るんャゅんャや メギゎヱ  ヴヤハ ヅゲセ モΒエわジョ ヮをヱギェ  ヮルΕ ヶプ  ヶッゅヨャや ヴヰわルやヱ リャヱ ゲΒピわΑ くマャクヱ リョ ゆゅよ ゲΒらバわャや リハ ュギレャや   ヱぺ モΒガわャや  
ヶプ ヶッゅヨャや   ヱぺ ヶレヨわャや  く 

          畉畛畆畚畩畤畧 If the player had played well, he would have won the game.  

ヲャ ょバャ  ャやょハΚ  モムゼよ ギΒィ ラゅムャ コゅプ りやケゅらヨャゅよ  く 

 
1- If Ali ゅnot eatょ so much food at the party┸ he wouldn╆t have become so ill┻                      
(Correct the verb)  

a-  doesn╆t eat  
b-  didn╆t eat  
c-  hadn╆t eaten  
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2- Adel didn't call the mechanic, so he didn't have his car repaired. (Begin 

with: If )  
a- If Adel didn't call the mechanic, he didn't have his car repaired. 

b- If Adel had called the mechanic, he would have had his car repaired.  

       c- If Adel calls the mechanic, he will have his car repaired. 
 
3- She didn╆t do the work as she didn╆t have enough time. (Use: If)  

a- If she had had enough time, she would have done the work. 

b- If she had had enough time┸ she wouldn╆t have done the work┻ 
c- If she hadn╆t had enough time, she would have done the work. 

 
Relative clauses   るャヱタヱョャや メョィャや  

        She could beat adults in memory games which involved numbers. 
who (メホゅバャや メハゅヘヤャ)ヵクャや-  which  メホゅバャや ケΑビ メハゅヘヤャ) ヵクャや - whom (メホゅバャや メヱバヘョヤャ)ヵクャや -whose (ヮヤタ/るΑミヤョ) ヵクャや  
when    (ゅョキルハ)ヵクャや れホヱャや - where  (ヵクャや ラゅミョャや ヶプ) ゅョをΑェ - that  (メホゅハ ケΑビ/メホゅハ) ヵクャや 

- From a, b, c and d choose the most suitable word:- 
    1- He is the person..........................car was stolen.  

a- whose   b- who   c- which   d- when 

2- She is the new doctor...........................is coming to the hospital next week.  

a- who   b- whose   c- which   d- when  

3- Do you remember the day ............................. we first met?  

a- when   b- where   c- which   d- who  

4- They are the people............................shop was burnt last week.  

a- who   b- whose   c- which   d- when  

5- This is the chair....................my parents gave to me.  

a- who   b- whose   c- which   d- when  

6- The machine.......................you saw cost me a lot of money.  

a- who   b- whose   c- that   d- when 

7- The children................... you bought a ball for are playing.  

a- whom   b- when   c- which   d- whose 

8- We visited the school...........................my father taught.  

a- who   b- whose   c- where   d- whom 
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Date: ............../........./20           Unit 12      Lessons 7&8             SB: 94 – 95 
 

# Word Arabic Definition 
1. altitude (n.)   The height of a plane in relation to sea 

level 
2. aviate (v.)   To pilot or fly in an airplane  

3. baby carriage (n.)  A four-wheel carriage for a baby, pushed 
by a person on foot.  

4. buzzing ( adj.)   Low, continuous humming or murmuring. 

5. control ( n.)   The switch or devices by which a machine 
is operated. 

6. co-pilot (n.)   A second pilot in an aircraft, assisting the 
pilot. 

7. custom-built (adj.)   (of a product) made for a customer's 
special order.  

8. endeavour (v.)   To try to attempt  

9. eyewitness (n.)  
 

 A person who has seen something happen 
and so can give a first-hand description. 

10. fog (n.)   Thick cloud which is difficult to see things. 

11. headline (n.)  
 

 Heading at atop of an article or page in a 
newspaper or magazine. 

12. incident (n.)   An event, especially one that is unusual  

13. radar (n.)   A system for detecting the speed and 
position of aircrafts  

14. velocity (n.)   The speed of something in a given 
direction 

15. voice-activated 
(adj.) 

 (of a device) can be controlled by voice. 

- Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
( eyewitness  - stern  -   buzzing   -   incident   -   velocity  -  endeavor ) 

 

1- There was a/an …………………..  noise in the market yesterday. 
2- I will ………….. to arrive on time tomorrow. I have an exam.  
3- There was a shooting ………………..  near the bank last night. 
4- They need to serve customers at a higher ………. than this to make profits. 
5- The police are looking for a/an ………………..  to the accident. 

Set Book 
1- What do you need to fulfill your dreams? 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
2- How can technology be used in designing planes for blind pilots? 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
........................................................................................................................................................... 
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Date: ............../........./20   

 
                                               Module 4 Focus On             
 
1- What do you know about Ahmed Meshari -Al Adwani? 

................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................... 
 
2- In your opinion, how do you show respect and belonging towards your 
beloved country? 
................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................... 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Translate the following into good English:  

1 . ∨やゲΒヰセ ゅΒわΑヲミ ゅヨヤバョヱ ゅらゎゅミヱ やゲハゅセ ラゅミ ヶルやヱギバャや ヵケゅゼョ ギヨェぺ ラぺ ユヤバゎ モワ  

 ............................................................................................................................. ....

.. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. . ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .  

 

.2りギΑギハ るΒレプヱ るΒハゅヨわィやヱ るΒプゅボを れゅョゅヰシや ヶルやヱギバャや ヵケゅゼョ ギヨェΕ ラゅミ . 

................................................................................... ..............................................

.. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. . ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .  

 

3 りゲもゅヅ りキゅΒホ ヴヨハぺ モィケ リムヨゎ . ネゅヘゎケや ょジエΑ ソゅカ ゆヲシゅエよ りキヱゴョヱりゲもゅトャや ノホヲョヱ るハゲシ . 
 ............................................................................................................................. ...

.. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. . ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. . .  
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Writing 
 
You have always aspired to become a pilot. However, all your friends oppose the idea.  
       In not less than 12 sentences (140 words), plan and write an essay persuading them 
of the advantages of becoming a pilot and the reasons why you would be suitable for such 
a job. 
(Your writing should include an introduction, two body paragraphs and a 
conclusion) 

Outline 
Introduction: 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
………… 
Body: 
Paragraph1:………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
Paragraph2:………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Conclusion:………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………… 
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Write your topic here 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………… 
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                                                      Reading Comprehension  
Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

Seventy percent of our planet is covered by one huge, continuous body of 
seawater – the ocean. It holds 1.35 billion cubic kilometres of water. Nearly half 
of the ocean is more than 3 kilometres deep. The Mariana Trench in the western 
Pacific Ocean is 11 kilometres below sea level. It is the deepest known point of 
the ocean. But there may be deeper points that we have not seen, as we have 
only explored five percent of the ocean floor to date. 

The government of Canada suggested the idea of World Ocean Day at the 
Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. In 2008, the United Nations (UN) officially 
recognised the date and it has been growing ever since, from 100 events in 2008 
to over a thousand events in more than 120 countries ten years later. The day is 
celebrated in a variety of ways, including special events at aquariums and zoos, 
beach and river clean-ups, school activities, conservation programmes, art 
contests and film festivals. 

One of the main aims of the day is to remind people of the important role 
the ocean plays in our lives. In fact, the ocean is home to the majority of plants 
and animals on Earth. The ocean provides us with food, 70 percent of the oxygen 
we breathe and medicines as well as transport. No matter where you live on the 
planet, no matter how far from the sea, your life relies on the ocean. 

The most urgent problem facing the ocean at the moment is plastic pollution. 
Reducing one-use plastic, including plastic bags, sandwich boxes and plastic 
water bottles, has been an important theme for World Ocean Day for a number of 
years. Climate change and rising ocean temperatures are also a huge problem. 
Rising ocean temperatures have a direct influence on weather patterns. They are 
seen as partly responsible for an increase in extreme weather conditions.  

On World Ocean Day, wear blue, go on a march, find a beach or river clean-
up near you, organise a local event, print a poster and put it in your window, or 
use the hashtag #worldoceanday on social media.  
A) From a, b, c and d, choose the correct answer:  

1. The best title for this passage could be ………………. 
a. The Pacific Ocean 
b. Plastic Pollution 
c. World Ocean Day 
d. The Importance of Oxygen 
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2. The underlined word “relies” in the 3rd paragraph is closest in meaning to:  

a. carries 
b. settles 
c. depends 
d. decides 
 

3. The underlined word “they” in the 4th paragraph refers to : 
a. plastic bags  
b. sandwich boxes 
c. plastic water bottles 
d. rising ocean temperatures 
 

4. The Mariana Trench in the western Pacific Ocean: 
a. is more than 3 kilometres deep. 
b. is the deepest known point of the ocean. 
c. covers around seventy percent of our planet. 
d. holds more than a billion cubic kilometres of water. 
 

5. Which of the following is NOT a reason why the ocean is important to humans? 
a. It provides food and medicine. 
b. It provides 70 percent of the oxygen we breathe  
c. It provides transportation routes 
d. It provides environmental pollution 
 

6. All of the following are true about the ocean EXCEPT: 
a. The temperature of the ocean is getting higher. 
b. The majority of plants and animals live on the ocean. 
c. World Ocean Day was first suggested in 1992. 
d. Plastic pollution is a new theme for World Ocean Day this year. 

 
B) With reference to the passage, answer the following questions:  
7. What are the biggest threats the ocean is currently facing? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. How much of the ocean floor has been explored so far?  

………………………………………………………………………………… 
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- Summary Making (4 X 15 = 60 Marks) 

Experts agree that long-term exposure to high levels of noise pollution has an 

impact on our health in many ways. Some researchers have documented that regular 

exposure to noise above 110 decibels can result in permanent hearing loss. Other several 

studies have also demonstrated a link between noise and digestive problems and immune 

system disorders. In a paper published in a medical journal, it was determined that loud 

noises lead to elevated blood pressure, fatigue and loss of sleep. Some university 

researchers noticed that stress caused by noise can lead to serious heart problems. 

 
In four sentences of your own, summarize and paraphrase the passage in answer to 
the following question: 

What are the effects of noise pollution on human health? 
........................................................................................................................................ 

........................................................................................................................................ 

........................................................................................................................................ 

........................................................................................................................................ 

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................ 

..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................ 
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Flying 
 

   Flying has always been man’s dream from the earliest times. It lets you enjoy the 
view of the sky and the earth. Also, it helps people to know more about space and other 
destinations as well. 
  

Flying today has become easier, faster and more comfortable. There are many 
services on board of the plane. They provide food, drinks and many other services. 
Moreover, there are many people working on planes to provide such services for the 
passengers. The pilot should have a pilot license and good English. He also should study 
flight physics.  

There are many dangers in flying. It is dangerous because of some problems the 
pilot may face such as; bad weather, mechanical problems ...etc. Moreover, a pilot is 
away from his family and friends most of the time and the dangers a plane might face 
during flights.  
  In conclusion, flying is an amazing experience that man has been enjoying for a 
long time.  
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15. He didn╆t buy the villa. He is a very rich man. (Join using: although)     

 a) Although he didn╆t buy the villa┸ he is a very rich man┻ 
 b) He didn╆t buy the villa although he is a very rich man┻  
 c) He is a very rich man although he didn╆t buy the villa┻  
 

16. The girl bought a very beautiful necklace.     (Change into passive) 
  a)  A very beautiful necklace by the girl bought.      
  b)  A very beautiful necklace has bought by the girl.  
  c)  A very beautiful necklace was bought by the girl.     
 

17. "I went to the dentist appointment yesterday.”  (Change into reported speech)  
         Ali said that........................................................................................................... (Report) 

   a) he had gone to the dentist appointment the day before.     

   b) he has gone to the dentist appointment yesterday.   

   c) he will go to the dentist appointment yesterday.  

 
18.  Children used to spend their leisure time playing outdoor games.  (Make negative)  

 a)  Children don’t used to spend their leisure time playing outdoor games. 
 b)  Children didn’t use to spend their leisure time playing outdoor games. 
 c)  Children use to not spent their leisure time playing outdoor games. 
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るバもゅゼャや りクゅゼャや メゅバプΕや れゅヘΑゲダゎ メヱギィ  
 

 ゑャゅんャや ブΑゲダわャや  ヶッゅヨャや  ヶレバヨャや )ネケゅツョ( モバヘャや 
become became  ウらダΑ become 
begun began  ぺギらΑ begin 

believed believed  ギボわバΑ believe 
broken broke  ゲジムΑ break 
brought brought  ゲツエΑ bring 

built built  ヶレらΑ build 
bought bought  ヵゲわゼΑ buy 
caught caught  マジヨΑ-  キゅトダΑ  catch 
chosen chose  ケゅわガΑ choose 
come came  ヶゎほΑ come 
cost cost  ブヤムΑ cost 
cut cut  ノトボΑ cut 

done did  モバヘΑ do 
drawn drew  ユシゲΑ-  ょエジΑ  draw 
dreamt dreamt  ユヤエΑ dream 
drunk drank  ゆゲゼΑ drink 
driven drove  キヲボΑ drive 
eaten ate  モミほΑ eat 
fallen fell  ノボΑ fall 

fed fed  ユバトΑ feed 
felt felt  ゲバゼΑ feel 

fought fought  ゆケゅエΑ fight 
found found  ギイΑ find 
flown flew  ゲΒトΑ fly 

forgotten forgot  ヶジレΑ forget 
frightened frightened  ブΒガΑ frighten 

gotten got  モダエΑ-  メゅレΑ  get 
gotten up got up ヂヰレΑ get up 

given gave  ヶトバΑ give 
gone went  ょワグΑ go 

grown grew  ネケゴΑ-  ヲヨレΑ  grow 
hidden hid  ¬ヶらわガΑ-  ヶヘガΑ  hide 

hit hit  ゆゲツΑ hit 
held held  マジヨΑ hold 
hurt hurt  ヵクぽΑ-  ユャぽΑ  hurt 
kept kept  ナプゅエΑ keep 

known knew  フゲバΑ know 
laid laid  ノツΑ lay 

learnt learnt  ユヤバわΑ learn 
left left  ポゲわΑ leave 
let let  ウヨジΑ-  ネギΑ  let 

lain lay  キギヨわΑ-  ギホゲΑ  lie 
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lit lit  ¬ヶツΑ-  モバゼΑ  light 
lost lost  ギボヘΑ lose 

made made  ノレダΑ make 
meant meant  ヶレバΑ mean 

met met  モよゅボΑ meet 
paid paid  ノプギΑ pay 
put put  ノツΑ put 
read read  ぺゲボΑ read 

ridden rode  ょミゲΑ ride 
run ran  ヵゲイΑ run 
said said  メヲボΑ say 
seen saw  ヵゲΑ see 
sold sold  ノΒらΑ sell 
sent sent  モシゲΑ send 
set set  ゆゲピゎ-  テらツΑ  set 

shaken shook  ウプゅダΑ shake 
shot shot  ケゅレャや ペヤトΑ shoot 

shown showed  チゲバΑ-  ゲヰヌΑ  show 
sung sang  ヶレピΑ sing 
sat sat  ザヤイΑ sit 

slept slept  ュゅレΑ sleep 
smelt smelt ユゼΑ smell 
sown sowed  ケグらΑ-  ネケゴΑ  sow 

spoken spoke  ユヤムわΑ speak 
spent spent  ヶツボΑ-  フゲダΑ  spend 
stood stood  ブボΑ stand 
stuck stuck  ペダヤΑ stick 
swum swam  ウらジΑ swim 
taken took  グカほΑ take 
taught taught  ユヤバΑ teach 

told told  ゲらガΑ tell 
thought thought  リヌΑ think 
thrown threw  ヶョゲΑ throw 
woken woke  ナホヲΑ wake 
worn wore  ヵギゎゲΑ wear 
won won  コヲヘΑ win 

written wrote  ょわムΑ write 
 

 
 


